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Sexton goes Bigger and Better
with Seamless Domed Aerosols
For those in the aerosols filling market who think bigger is
better then ITW Sexton is now able to produce seamless
domed 211/713 and 300/709 aerosol cans. And as with all
can sizes, ITW Sexton has also perfected the base pressure
relief systems that meet regulatory standards.
No doubt Debbie Terry, who manages ITW's print and
graphics department could pass on many ideas to clients
on the potential of the larger domed seamless cans. Unlike
most companies, ITW Sexton looks for ways to keep client
initial start-up cost down by providing low cost artwork
development for customized product needs.
ITW Sexton can help stagger their costings for large volumes by running warehousing of part
consignments, with customers only being billed for consignments when delivered. Since 1880, Sexton Can
Company, now ITW Sexton, has pioneered the design and manufacture of deep drawn metal containers for
a variety of markets and applications. With a strong commitment to excellence and customer service, they
have emerged as a leading provider of premium drawn components to the electronics, filters and aerosol
industries.
Heading up ITW Sexton as general manager, Yurij Wowczuk, cut his teeth with
McKinsey, serving clients on lean manufacturing, reliability and product
development. His experience in the can industry includes a successful tenure
with Impress USA as a plant manager, where his team implemented lean
manufacturing techniques to increase throughput and reduce scrap and
spoilage. It is these sort of skills that ensure ITW Sexton are competitive in their
field. ITW Sexton's core commercial team consists of: Doug Baker (Sales
Manager), Debbie Terry (Graphics Manager), Terry Widner (Customer Service
Manager), Shane Wiggins (Print Department Manager), and Rick Henry
(Customer Technical Services). Doug Baker covers the Americas and Yurij
Wowczuk the rest of the world.
ITW Sexton services customers worldwide from two manufacturing plants located in Martinsburg, West
Virginia and Decatur, Alabama.

www.itwsexton.com
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